EXCURSION GUIDE

GEOLOGY OF THE
BERGEN ARCS
Date: May 13th

INTRODUCTION

SCHEDULE

This excursion will take you through Bergen’s
geological features – a history including rise and fall
of a massive mountain range, as well as glacial
activity during the last glaciation.

08:30-08:50

Transport to Ulriken by bus

09:00-09:30

Two groups cable car Ulriken top

09:30-10:15

Talk and site visit Ulriken top

To get an overview of Bergen, the cable car Ulriken
will take us 620 m a.s.l. Then, we travel by bus to
Os/Ulven to look more closely at the interesting
geology.

10:15-10:45

Two groups cable car to bus

10:45-12:00

Site visits on the way to Os

12:00-13:00

Lunch in Os

13:00-14:30

Site visit and walk at Ulven

14:30-15:30

Site visits on the way to Bergen

15:30

Arrival Bergen Bryggen hotel
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Location 1: Ulriken (620 m a.s.l.)
THE BERGEN AREA
The bedrock in the Bergen area consists of several
large units:
North-West gneiss area (NordhordlandTrøndelag) (figure 1)
Øygardens gneiss complex (next page)
Major Bergen Arc (Os-SamnangerFensfjorden) (figure next page),
Minor Bergen Arc (Nordåsvannet -Bergen
town) (figure next page),
Ulriken gneiss complex and Anorthosite
(Bergsdalsdekket) (figure next page).
The construction of the bedrock with these units is
the result of the Caledonian mountain chain folding
(orogenesis) that occurred for 300-500 million years
ago (figure 2).
The North-West gneiss area, is believed to be the
sub-unit, part of the old continent, from before the
Caledonian orogenesis.
Øygardens gneiss-complex consists of rocks similar
to those in the North-Western gneiss area, but the
Øygardens gneiss complex is strongly deformed
during the mountain chain folding, and the unit is
probably thrusted.

Figure 1. Geology North West Norway
(Geological Survey of Norway, NGU).

The major Bergen Arc and minor Bergen Arc form
arched zones in the area, and consist of green
volcanic rocks and gabbro as well as converted
sedimentary rocks. The greenstone and gabbro are
part of the former seabed crust ("ofiolite") which is
pressed up on the continent during the orogenesis,
and on then there are later deposited sediments.
The
Ulrikens
gneis
complex,
and
the
Bergsdalsdekket are gates, large units from the
edge zone of the old continent which have been
displaced over the continent below the mountain
range folding.

Figure 2. Caledonian Orogenesis, rise and fall
(Haakon Fossen, University of Bergen, UiB).
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Location 2: Kaland
The highest indicators of sea-level, and those which
are easiest to see, are the glacial-river deltas. These
terraces were once fine sandy beaches, finer and
more abundant than we have today in Hordaland,
but with colder water. If we measure how high the
terraces lie, we can find out how high the sea level
was at that time (figure 4). The highest terraces in
Hordaland are in Ulvik at the head of the
Hardangerfjord, where they are at 125 metres
above sea level. The large sand flats at Stend and
Fana vicarage are nearly 60 metres above sea
level, while the highest indicators of sea-level on the
outer islands in the county are at only 20 - 30 metres
elevation.

Figure 4. Maximum sea level, Hordaland
(UiB).

Figure 3. Left: Ice Sheet advancing during Older
Dryas (11 590-11 400). Right: Withdrawal of
Scandinavian Ice Sheet during Allerød interstadial
(11 400-10 730) (UiB).
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At Kaland we will have a look at some of these
raised beaches and talk about the general retreat of
the Scandinavian Ice sheet at the end of the last
glaciation. We will also discuss the general traces
after the ice sheet and potential dangers of mass
vesting in areas with a lot of basal till deposited.
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Location 3: Os & Ulven
THE OS AREA
The Os area is part of the large Bergenarch and
consists of several units (figure 5 & figure 6). Lower
glitter shales, which are dominated by glitter shale
but also contain some quartzite (converted sand
stone) and conglomerate, are possibly the oldest.
The green volcanic rocks with saussurit gabbro
(weakly transformed gabbro), the Gullfjellet ofiolite
complex consist of transformed basalt clays, times
of the same composition, gabbro and other. On the
ofiolite complex, an original horizontal layer of
sedimentary rocks has been deposited, and all have
subsequently undergone folding and transformation
(metamorphosis) so that the metasediment rocks
now form three zones; Hegglandsdal synclinal, the
Ulven-synclinal and the Lysekloster-zone.

Figure 5. Location of Os in the large Bergen
arch (NGU).
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Figure 6. Os area (NGU).
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ULVEN – BEDROCK
The bedrock in the Ulven area consists of rocks of
the oyolithic complex at the bottom and Liafjellet
gabbro and undifferentiated eruptives with
metavulka rivets, metagabbro and metadiorite
(figure 7 & figure 8). Above this follows a layer of
sedimentary rocks with a basal conglomerate at the
bottom followed by sandstone (slightly transformed)
with layers of phyllite (converted shale), then filled
with fossils and at the top a thick quartzite
conglomerate followed by sandstone.
During the folding, the rocks were folded together to
form a large synclinal (fold with the youngest rocks
in the core), and the rocks are mostly inclined, and
partly the layers are straight, and in some places
they are overgrown by vertical position.
Also during the folding, faults (shifts) occurred within
the bedrock, among others the boundary between
the Liafjell gabbro and the Ulven-zone sedimentary
rocks is now a rejection.
There occur intrusive rocks in the bedrock.
Figure 7. Geology Ulven area (NGU).

Figure 8. Geology and topography Ulven area
(NGU).
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ULVEN – TERRAIN & LOOSE DEPOSITS
After the mountain chain formation, erosion
processes have worked, and the landscape today is
the result of this.
The bedrock controls erosion because weaker
rocks erodes more strongly. Also, along fracture
zones (joint zones and fault zones), the rocks are
weaker against erosion, due to fracturing, crushing
or shearing. The fracture zones appear as a sink,
scar and narrow valleys in the terrain.
Along the Ulven-synclinal there is a valley (figure 9,
figure 10 & figure 11, Vaksinen). The valley is just
here, both because the metamorphic sedimentary
rocks are weaker against erosion than the rocks
beside them, but also due to development of
schistosity along the faults and thrust sheets.
Fracture zones controls depressions, valleys and
scars along other directions (figure 10 & figure 11,
lineament).

Figure 10. Geological rock map of Ulven and
Os. Valleys follow weak rocks, e.g. Vaksinen
(NGU).

Figure 9. Ulven area. Depressions and valleys follows
weaker zones, which erodes more easily than the rock
beside them (UiB).

Figure 11. Topographic map of Ulven and Os.
Depressions, valleys and scars follows fracture
zones, lineament (N
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The last powerful erosion took place during the last
ice age. Besides the design of the landscape in the
bedrock, the glacier also led to the deposition of the
moraines under and in front of the glacier, and subglacier river deposits below and in front of the
glacier and sea deposits further away from the
glacier (figure 12).

Figure 13. Younger Dryas in Hordaland (UiB).

Figure 12. Retreat of the glacier and raising of
land (UiB).
The weight of the land ice pressed Scandinavia
down, and the sea stood higher than today. After the
ice melted, the land raised. Sediments deposited in
the sea, is therefore possible to find on land today
(figure 13 & figure 14). Later, erosion has worked in
those loose deposits and developed
The Younger Dryas Ice margin can be followed
along the west coast of Norway and has been dated
several places in the area around Bergen. At
Ulvenvatnet is on site that has been important for
the understanding for the configuration of the ice
sheet. Further north at Herdla north in Askøy there
is another important date for these massive moraine
system that can be followed all the way into the bay
around Oslo.

Figure 14. Ulven in the end of Younger Dryas
(UiB).
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Location 4: Fjøsanger
Fjøsanger is known among ice age researchers
from around the world. Under an excavation in
1975-77, geologists from the University of Bergen
(UiB) found layers from the last interglacial, ca. 115
000 to 130 000 years old (figure 15).
The layers contained thousands of animal- and
plant remains that tell of an exuberant nature and a
warmer climate in Western Norway in the past than
it has today. This was the first find from this
Interglacial Period in Norway. The reason that such
layers are so rare is that the glacier usually removes
all loose sediment deposits during the ice ages.

The Fjøsanger locality was discovered in 1968.
Then, there were discoveries of seal bone, shell and
plant remains in moraine soils that were exposed
during road clearings along Straumevegen, just
above the Fana rowing club. These were fossils that
the glacier had scraped up and mixed together in
the moraine. Drilling gave hope of finding an
undisturbed interglacial layer hidden under the
moraine, and the excavations confirmed this
completely.

Figure 15. Cross-section (UiB).
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Notes
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